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No. : UNITED FORUM/RAJASTHAN/2014-15/1 Dated at Jaipur: 30-04-2014 

To, 
The Chief General Manager 
Rajasthan Telecom Circle, 
Jaipur. 

 
Sub.: Cancellation of unjustified transfer orders. 

Circle Administration has issued transfer order vide Memo no. STA/8-17/Ch-1/JTO/2014/3 
dt. 22.04.2014 for ten JTOs and Vide letter no. STA/8-5/Rotational Transfer/co/09-10/28 
dt.22.04.2014 for Six SDEs on longest stay basis from three–four SSAs to meet out the shortage 
at some three-four SSAs. Corporate Office issued a guideline vide letter no. 250-7/2007-Pers.III 
(Part) Dated :07-03-2011.As per these guidelines, transfers of staff on stay basis on Government 
Cost should be restricted in lieu of consider requests of executives who are working in remote 
rural areas since long time. 

To save the unproductive expenditure, transfers on longest stay basis should be avoided 
considering into poor financial condition of the company. Recently Rajasthan Circle administration 
posted many of JTO’s to tenure/unpopular SSAs on promotion from TTA to JTO on the name of 
shortage fulfilling for considering requests transfers. Many of JTOs/SDEs came from other circles 
to Rajasthan have been posted to tenure/unpopular SSAs in recent past. All the time circle 
administration pleaded that this was required for meet out shortage for considering requests of 
tenure/unpopular SSAs. 

After these all exercises only few requests have been considered. Now again 10 JTOs and 
6 SDEs have been transferred to tenure/unpopular SSAs on the name of shortage meet out. This 
is not at all justified in present financial condition of BSNL and clear violation of corporate offices 
attached guidelines. 

One side Rajasthan circle is facing critical financial crisis by decline in revenue arise 
because of scarcity of material for providing of services. Executives are being not been provided 
even essential advances for maintaining of quality of service on the name of financial crises and 
on other hand Lacs of the rupees are being wasted unnecessarily by transferring the executives 
on Govt. cost without any justified grounds and without taking executive associations in 
confidence. So, United Forum of Executive association oppose this action of unjustified transfers 
of executives and demand that these order should be cancelled immediately to save the wasteful 
expenditure and avoid torturing of the executives. 

We are sure that your good self will consider our request and arrange to cancel the 
unjustified transfer orders immediately. 

Thanking you in anticipation. 

Yours Sincerely, 

 
 
 (P.N.Sharma) (M.K.Morodia)  (S.S.Rajput)  
 Circle Secretary  Circle Secretary Circle Secretary 
 AIGETOA, Rajasthan Circle AIBSNLEA, Rajasthan Circle SNEA(I), Rajasthan Circle 
 Jaipur Jaipur Jaipur 

Encl.: Letter no. 250-7/2007-Pers.III (Part) Dated :07-03-2011 


